
Minutes of the CANR College Curriculum Committee (CCC) 
14 April 2022 

 
Members Present: George Berghorn, Chris DiFonzo (Sec), Linda Garrow (Chair), Alexandra 
Kravchenko, Aaron McKim, Ellie Schiappa. Ex‐officio:  Jim Schneider  (UCC rep); Dorcia Chaison 
(CANR Dean’s Office)  
https://msu.zoom.us/j/96654290145    Passcode: 654396 
 
Guests (Dept): D. Chaison (IAT), J. Domecq (IAT Dairy); J. Althouse (IAT Electrical) 
 
Meeting began at 8:30 am 

Action Agenda Item 
Approved 2. Approval of agenda for 14 April 2022 
Approved 3. Approval of minutes from 3 March 2022 

none 4. Old Business 
 5. New Business 

Approved 5a. AT 100: new course 
 
#1 Simplify to something like  “New career development seminar for all 
Agricultural Technology students; replaces discontinued course in a campus 
department” 
#4  For the SIS title, you may have  space for  “Career Development in IAT” 
#5 Description is way too long and redundant.   “Introduction to careers and 
professional internships in Agricultural Technology. Field trips required.” 
#7b  Duplicate info, and 7b is related to course changes, not program changes 
#11   Fill in info ‐ do not rely on an attachment 
#13  the target audience cannot be a handbook 
#19 remove info about CSS105 from here.  This course is not in the same 
‘unit’.  Are there other career courses offered in IAT.? 
#20  This should be a paragraph exploring other career development courses 
at MSU, and why / how this course is different  (ie targeted to ag tech) 
#23 “Open only to IAT students” 
#26  check if anything should be in this line.  It is not a reenrollment course. 
#30 This is not the %s used to grade, but the portion of grade for each type of  
CONTENT  ‐ exams, presentations, attendance, etc. 

Approved 5b. IAT Agricultural Industries:  program change 
#15  No changes are indicated. Changes must be indicated via striking thru 
the old text and replacing with the new info 
*  there are odd extra credits listed for Farm Management 1 and Ag Finance 
* Please be sure all credit changes add up right 
 
Jim Schneider suggested that the document be redone to strike thru old 
program and add new in highlighting. This must be done for UCC. 

Approved 5c. IAT Agricultural Operations: program change, all locations 



#15 Changes are better‐indicated via striking thru the old text and replacing 
with the new.  
* Correct AT 105 to AT 100 
* Please be sure all credit changes add up! 

Approved 5d. IAT Dairy Management: program change 
#15 Changes are better‐indicated via striking thru the old text and replacing 
with the new.  Or at least indicate where changes are happening. 
#20  reason for the change (“correct program change”) doesn’t make sense.  
“Update course codes from ABM to AFRE” 

Approved 5e. IAT Electrical Technology: program change 
#15 Suggest that s must be indicated via striking thru the old text and 
replacing with the new directly below.  
* Please be sure all credit changes add up.  #1 does not add up to 37, but 38. 
* Correct AT 293 as a range, 3 to 6 credits.  
#3  additional credits to achieve the required 48 credits chosen in 
consultation with advisor.    
* Please add somewhere the total credit count that students must obtain ‐ a 
minimum of 48 credits.  
#20  reason for the change doesn’t make sense (the CSS 110 deletion replaces 
CSS 110? ).  Correct the explanation 

Approved 5f. IAT Livestock Industries: program change 
#15 Changes must be indicated via striking thru the old text and replacing 
with the new. 
#20 where are these changes in the degree program? 

Information 6. UCC Update  
* no updates; CANR items cruising thru 

Information 7. Associate Dean’s Comments 
* nothing  much!  Its quiet. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 9:15  am                                                                   Minutes submitted 14 April 2022 
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